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Abstract
Traffic load balancing across multiple paths is a critical task
for modern networks to reduce network congestion and improve network efficiency. Hashing which is the foundation of
traffic load balancing still faces practical challenges. The key
problem is there is a growing need for more hash functions
because networks are getting larger with more switches, more
stages, and increased path diversity. Meanwhile, topology and
routing become more agile in order to efficiently serve traffic demands with stricter throughput and latency SLAs. On
the other hand, current generation switch chips only provide
a limited number of uncorrelated hash functions. We first
demonstrate why the limited number of hashing functions is a
practical challenge in today’s datacenter network (DCN) and
wide-area network (WAN) designs. Then, to mitigate the problem, we propose a novel approach named color recombining
which enables hash functions to reuse via leveraging topology traits of multi-stage DCN networks. We also describe a
novel framework based on coprime theory to mitigate hash
correlation in generic mesh topologies (i.e., spineless DCN
and WAN). Our evaluation using real network trace data and
topologies demonstrate that we can reduce the extent of load
imbalance (measured by the coefficient of variation) by an
order of magnitude.

1

Introduction

Traffic load balancing is critical to the reliability and efficiency
of modern datacenter and wide-area networks [16, 34, 37].
One widely deployed technique for traffic load balancing is
Equal-Cost Multi-Path (ECMP) routing [16], where packets
forwarding to a destination are load-balanced over multiple
paths based on hashing of the packet header that takes place in
switch hardware. ECMP and its variant Weighted-Cost MultiPath (WCMP) [37] allow proper utilization across abundant
paths available in modern networks. Hashing on header fields
allows packets of the same flow to follow the same path
without incurring packet reordering. As ECMP/WCMP offers
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a number of nice properties, including stateless operation
and no reordering, it is the de facto standard for traffic load
balancing in large IP networks [1, 28, 37].
Switch hashing is the foundation of traffic load balancing in
modern multi-path networks. To optimally load balance traffic
and utilize full available bandwidth in multi-path networks
using ECMP/WCMP, hash function allocation across a network should adhere to the following rule: no correlated hash
functions should appear on the same forwarding path in the
absence of color recombining (§3). Unfortunately, commodity
switch chips only support a limited number of hash functions.
For example, the software development kit for Broadcom
switches supports RTAG7 [9], a hashing scheme utilizing
seven hash functions; the Cisco Nexus 5500 Series offers
eight versions of CRC8 [8]; the switches deployed in our datacenters have six independent hash functions. It is difficult to
implement a large set of complex hash functions because hash
computation becomes a bottleneck at high line rates [17, 19]
and switch chip architects often need to trade-off between
high line rate and hash function complexity.
Because of the limited number of hash functions provided
in switch chips, a challenge in network design is that the reuse
of correlated or even identical hash functions in different
different switches along the same end-to-end path for a flow
causes traffic polarization and inherent load imbalance. Many
network operators have observed this problem before [7, 11,
14, 18, 25]. One example is the Cisco Express Forwarding
(CEF) Polarization phenomenon [7], where different switches
repeatedly use the same hashing algorithm, resulting in a
switch selecting a small portion of links for all traffic destined
for one prefix, while other links were underutilized. Another
example is the hashing imperfection problem observed by a
large cloud provider [18, 25], where correlated hash functions
lead to network congestion and even high priority traffic losses
which directly impact application performance. In this paper,
we use the term hash correlation to describe the association
between hash functions in different switches that leads to
traffic polarization.
Researchers and network operators have proposed a few
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approaches to mitigate hash correlations. One class of methods uses variations of available hash functions. The most
common approach uses hash functions with different seeds
to avoid hash correlation. However, contrary to conventional
wisdom, seeds are not as effective as expected as we will
show theoretically and experimentally in this paper. Another
approach uses Time-To-Live (TTL) in the packet header for
hashing. There are two ways of using TTL: a) using TTL as
part of hashing input, which has the following limitations in
production: 1) it breaks traceroute because probe packets are
hashed/pathed differently at the same hop; 2) IP in IP tunneling [12] (a common technique for network virtualization
in the cloud) commonly uses the inner IP headers because
they have more entropy than the outer IP headers, but the
inner headers’ TTL does not change. It’s also hard to select
outer header TTL and inner headers because switches do not
have enough bit vectors. b) choosing a different hash function
based on TTL [14], in addition to 1) and 2) mentioned in
a), the challenges are: 3) it also requires modifying switch
hardware, which presents administrative and commercial barriers to implementation since switch chips deployed in most
datacenters do not support this operation currently; and 4) it
is still constrained by the limited number of hash functions
implemented in ASIC.
This paper focuses on fixed-function switches which are
still the majority of devices in datacenters in the industry
today. Hyperscalers cannot replace all switches with programmable ones in the near future. In this paper, we first
demonstrate that the limited number of hash functions in
commodity switch chips poses a practical challenge in modern DCNs and WANs and hinders the development of more
advanced network topology and routing designs. To overcome this challenge, we propose two novel techniques that
improve hashing, the cornerstone of traffic load balancing,
substantially while respecting the limited number of independent hash functions available in commodity switches– 1) for
widely adopted, multi-stage Clos DCNs, we propose a color
recombining approach by comparing the effect of hash functions on traffic to light passing through multiple triangular
prisms: the color recombining technique leverages the trait of
multi-stage Clos topology where polarized traffic gets recombined to color white after passing through a multi-stage Clos.
Color recombining enables us to reuse certain hash functions
along the forwarding path without causing hash correlations.
We discuss hashing design for one of the multi-stage Clos
DCNs, Jupiter [26], and how the color recombining technique
helps reduce the required number of independent hash functions; 2) for non-hierarchical mesh networks such as spineless
DCN [13,32] and WAN, we propose a novel framework residing in the Software Defined Networking (SDN) [20] controller.
The framework mitigates the effect of hash correlations by
the selection of the divisors n (n is also known as group size
in ECMP/WCMP routing) used to map a flow’s hash value h
to the output port over which a packet is forwarded, i.e., h%n.
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Specifically, we establish that when ECMP/WCMP group
sizes at different switches are coprime, then the effects of
underlying correlations between hash functions are reduced
significantly. We add a small amount of logic to the SDN controller to ensure the group sizes of switches with correlated
hash functions are coprime. As a software-only approach,
this coprime-based approach is compatible with commodity
switch chips.
To summarize, the contributions of our work are as follows:
1. Details the hashing design in multi-stage Clos DCN and
proposes a color recombining method to allow hash function reuse and to reduce the number of hash functions
needed in multi-stage Clos DCNs;
2. Identifies an approach based on the coprime theory to
mitigate hash correlations for generic mesh networks
such as spineless DCN and WAN that require a large
number of independent hash functions, and proposes
algorithms to coprime group sizes for both ECMP and
WCMP routing;
3. Evaluation results based on real network trace data and
topologies demonstrate color recombining and coprime
techniques’ effectiveness in mitigating hash correlation –
they can reduce the extent of load imbalance (measured
by the coefficient of variation, CV) by approximately an
order of magnitude.
The color-recombining approach uses topology and forwarding structures that are common in Clos networks and
requires no hardware or software changes except hash function reconfiguration. The coprime-based method works with
any topologies (e.g., mesh networks) but it requires controller
software changes and only resolves polarization when the
conditions described in §4 are met.
In addition to the technical contributions, we also would
like to call for switch vendors’ attention to offer better hashing
support in future generations of chips to facilitate flexible
network designs.

2

Background and Motivation

In this section, we first motivate why hashing is an important
problem in modern DCNs and WANs. Then, we provide the
background of ECMP and WCMP. Finally, we introduce the
traffic polarization issue caused by hash correlation and reveal
the fact that the current generation of switch chips only provides a limited number of independent hash functions which
poses a practical challenge to traffic load balancing in modern
networks.
The implications of bad hashing are twofold. First, bad
hashing leads to traffic polarization that endangers reliability
(due to reduced path diversity), wastes network bandwidth,
cancels efficiency gains of traffic engineering, and inevitably
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Figure 2: Illustration of a Stargate site in the mesh-connected
B4 WAN. Figure is adapted from [15].
increases network cost. Second, bad hashing causes inherent
traffic load imbalance and leads to network congestion that
affects application performance.

2.1

Hashing is a Practical Challenge in Network Designs

There are several trends that make hashing an increasingly
important problem in modern networks: 1) both datacenter
and wide-area networks are getting bigger with more switches
and stages; 2) modern networks are very dense and have a
large number of paths between any two nodes; 3) topology
and routing become more agile and flexible in order to improve network efficiency and availability, e.g., the move from
spinefull DCN to reconfigurable spineless [13, 32] and the
use of non-shortest path routing to improve availability and
performance [15]; and 4) emerging applications (such as distributed machine learning) are becoming more throughput
hungry while demanding stricter network SLA guarantees.
These new trends pose challenges to commodity switches’
hashing capability, which is the cornerstone of traffic load
balancing.
2.1.1

Multi-stage Clos DCN

Modern DCN connects a massive amount of compute/storage
nodes, runs critical services, such as Search Serving, Video
Serving, Geo & Map, Cloud, and Gaming, etc, and has very
large path diversity; therefore, hashing and traffic load balancing are crucial. We use the Jupiter topology [26, 35] (as
illustrated in Figure 1) as the case study of multi-stage Clos
DCNs. We denote a Server Block (aka Pod) as SB and the
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Figure 3: Spineless DCN [32] to simulate hash correlation’s
impact on traffic load balancing.
5 switch stages as S1 to S5 . So the longest forwarding path
is when a packet is routed from a ToR in SBi to another
ToR in SB j and the hop sequence is S1 (SBi ) → S2 (SBi ) →
S3 (SBi ) → S4 → S5 → S4 → S3 (SB j ) → S2 (SB j ) → S1 (SB j )
where i, j are server block indices. To achieve optimal load
balancing performance, hashing needs to follow the following property: no correlated hash functions should appear on
the same forwarding path. Naively we need O (2L) (more
precisely, max_number_o f _hops − 1) independent hash functions, where L is the number of layers (or stages) of the fabric.
In the case of Jupiter, 8 hash functions are needed. Unfortunately, there are only 6 uncorrelated hash functions provided
by the switch chips deployed in our datacenters and the requirement of 8 independent hash functions already makes
the commodity switch’s hashing capacity stretched. We will
discuss how we reduce the number of hash functions needed
for multi-stage Clos DCN in Section 3.
2.1.2

Spineless DCN

Recently, there are new spineless DCN topologies [13, 32]
which reduce cost and enable faster tech refresh, but require
more hash functions. Figure 3 is an example of spineless
DCN topology. In spineless DCN, server blocks are directly
connected via a mesh and the spine blocks are completely
removed to reduce network cost (including the cost of both
spine switches and the associated optics) significantly and
to enable faster switch generation evolvement. Also, nonshortest path routing is used to improve routing path diversity
for high availability and enable traffic engineering to optimize
network link utilization.
While spineless DCNs are cost-effective and efficient, hashing design becomes more challenging because the number of
hash functions required depends on the number of server
blocks instead of the number of layers as in multi-stage
DCNs. Taking the Gemini [32] spineless DCN as an example, assuming that we only allow at most one transit server
block in routing, then the longest forwarding path of a packet
is: S1 (SBi ) → S2 (SBi ) → S3 (SBi ) → S3 (SB j ) → S2 (SB j ) →
S3 (SB j ) → S3 (SBk ) → S2 (SBk ) → S1 (SBk ) where i, j, k are
the indices of three randomly chosen server blocks. The key
challenge is that we need to make sure there are no correlated
hash functions for any i, j, k combinations. So spineless DCN
requires O (N) hash functions where N is the number of server
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blocks. N ranges from 10s to 100s in a typical fabric, so it
is very challenging to design hashing with the limited hash
functions provided by current-generation switch chips.
2.1.3

WAN

Traffic engineering and load balancing are critical to improving WAN’s performance and reducing operational costs.
Mesh-connected WANs have the same hashing design challenge where the number of uncorrelated hash functions required is subject to the scale of the network. For example,
Figure 2 shows the topology of a Stargate site of the B4
WAN [15]. Each site is composed of up to 4 supernodes
where a supernode is a 2-stage Clos with links to WAN, Data
Center, and other supernodes in the same site. B4 site-level
topology is a partially connected mesh and non-shortest path
routing is employed for both availability and efficiency (i.e.,
traffic engineering) purposes. Similar to spineless DCNs, to
ensure optimal load balancing performance, we need O (N)
hash functions, where N is the number of sites in the WAN.
Note that B4 grew 7× larger from 2012 to 2017 [15]. We will
discuss the hash correlation mitigation technique for mesh
networks such as spineless DCNs and WANs in Section 4.

2.2

ECMP/WCMP Traffic Load Balancing

Equal-Cost Multiple-Path (ECMP) [16] – a routing and traffic
load balancing strategy that allows traffic between a source
and destination node to be transmitted across multiple paths –
identifies a set of routes, each of which is equal-cost towards
the destination. The routes identified are referred to as an
ECMP group. An ECMP group is defined at flow-level. When
forwarding a packet, the routing strategy decides which nexthop path to use based on a hashing algorithm. That is, the
route of a packet is determined by the mapping from the hash
value to an egress port, i.e., h % n, where h is the hash value,
and n is the number of output ports in the ECMP group. The
typical IP packet header fields used for hashing input are:
source IP, destination IP, transport protocol, TCP/UDP ports,
and IPv6 flow label.
Each route in an ECMP group has an equal chance for
traffic forwarding. For example, Figure 4a shows the traffic
from source IP prefix to destination IP prefix uses four equalcost paths, which are labeled in four colors, where H1 and H2
are two independent hash functions.
When switch hashes packets across multiple paths according to customized weights instead of uniform ones,
this variant of ECMP is called Weighted-Cost Multi-Pathing
(WCMP) [37]. And the set of routes identified for a flow is
referred to as a WCMP group. WCMP can be implemented
via replicating ECMP table entries in the switch to approximate the intended WCMP weights. For example, if there are 2
output ports of a flow f , denoted by p1, p2, and the intended
weights are 2:1, then the WCMP group can be implemented
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as p1, p1, p2 (p1 is duplicated as 2 entries to achieve the 2:1
traffic split).

2.3

Hash Correlation Causes Traffic Polarization and Load Imbalance

2.3.1

Limited Number of Hash Functions Leads to
Hash Correlation

ECMP/WCMP is widely deployed in modern DCNs and
WANs which have a large path diversity to improve traffic
load balancing performance and reduce network congestion.
Switches are configured with hash functions that compute
hash values based on packet headers and forward packets via
selecting one out of multiple next-hops based on the hash
value and the ECMP/WCMP group size.
However, current-generation switch chips were designed
for small-scale DCNs or large but sparse ISP networks and
only provide a handful of independent hash functions. For
example, the switch chips used in our datacenters provide
six independent hash functions. The software development
kit for Broadcom switches supports RTAG7 [9], a hashing
scheme utilizing seven hash functions. The Cisco Nexus 5500
Series offers eight versions of CRC8 [8]. CRC and XOR are
two popular hashing algorithms because these two algorithms
have been used in communication systems with mature and efficient ASIC implementation, which includes plenty of circuit
optimization [33]. As discussed in Section 2.1, the number of
independent hash functions needed is far beyond (orders of
magnitude difference) what is provided today, especially for
spineless DCN and WAN.
In fact, it is difficult to implement a large set of uncorrelated
hash functions because complex hash functions become a bottleneck at high line rates [17, 19]. For example, the authors
in [19] discovered that the generation of Cyclic Redundancy
Codes (CRCs) represents the main bottlenecks in iSCSI protocol processing. Switch chip architects often need to trade-off
between high line rate and hash function complexity and we
are not aware of any switch chips with cryptographic hash
functions today due to computation complexity concerns.
In an ideal world where all the switches on the forwarding
path are configured with completely independent hash functions, there would be no hash correlation. Due to the limited
hash functions, we have to reuse them, which leads to hash
correlation and traffic polarization. Polarization is a term used
to describe what happens to light as it travels through a filter.
Only light rays that have a certain characteristic get through
the filter. We can take the same term and apply it to network
traffic. Traffic polarization is the effect when a set of packets
choose a particular path and the redundant paths remain completely unused [7]. Traffic polarization reduces path diversity
and causes sub-optimal use of redundant paths and results in
traffic load imbalance and network congestion. For example,
Figure 4b shows that switches s1 , s2 and s3 employ the same
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Random Seeds Are Not Effective

Since the shortage of independent hash functions available in
switches prevents simply assigning independent hash functions to different switches, switch vendors suggest deriving
multiple hash functions from one via using a switch-specific
seed [7]: a seed is an initial value to start the CRC computation via XORing the input data. Because switch chip’s
port count is powers of 2 and ports are typically divided into
two equal-size directions (e.g., up-facing and down-facing)
in modern networks, ECMP groups with an even number of
ports are prevailing. However, we found that seeds do not
work for an ECMP group of an even number of ports. For
example, based on Theorem 1, all packets on switch s2 (Figure 4b) from switch s1 have the same routing choice even
if they use different seeds for the same CRC; the proof of
Theorem 1 can be found in the appendix.
Theorem 1 If crcb (x ⊕ z1 )%2 = crcb (y ⊕ z1 )%2, crcb (x ⊕
z2 )%2 = crcb (y ⊕ z2 )%2, where x and y denote the data with
the same size in bytes, z1 and z2 are two seeds of b bits, and b
is the integer to denote the number of bits of the CRC, and ⊕
denotes eXclusive OR (XOR).
The above theorem indicates that choosing two random
seeds does not create two independent hash functions from
one CRC polynomial. Please note CRC polynomials are the
most widely implemented hash functions in switch hardware,
e.g., Broadcom’s RTAG7 is a hash family with 6 CRC16s and
1 CRC32. Applying a random seed is a linear operation and it
can not decorrelate a hash function’s output effectively.
To confirm our theoretical analysis, we also build a spineless DCN topology (shown in Figure 3) to simulate traffic
load balancing performance with hash functions provided
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by a switch vendor. The topology is composed of three
Server Blocks and each server block contains 64 ToRs (each
ToR is assigned a /24 IP prefix). All these three server blocks
have the same radix of 256. The three server blocks are connected in a full mesh (i.e., this is a spineless DCN [32]), so
there are exactly 128 links between each server block pair. To
simplify the analysis, we generate flows (the source IP and
destination IP of a flow is randomly chosen from the source
ToR and destination ToR’s IP prefix range respectively) following a uniform traffic pattern, i.e., all the server block pairs
have the same amount of flows and the flow size distribution
follows empirical datacenter flow size measurement in [4].
We compare two hashing schemes: one is perfect hashing 1 on each switch; and the other is per-stage hashing with
random seed where the switches in different stages are configured with different functions provided by the switch vendor
and each switch in the network is provided a completely independent and random seed. We measure the amount of traffic
landed on the links between server blocks and show the normalized link utilization distribution in Figure 6. We can see
from Figure 6 that the link utilization is close to uniform
when using perfect hashing (which is expected) while perstage hashing with random seeds leads to considerable traffic
imbalance (max/min link utilization is 1.33). This experiment
confirms that random seed does not solve the hash correlation
problem.

3

Hashing Design in Multi-stage Networks

In this section, we describe the hashing design for multi-stage
Clos DCNs. We first start with a strawman solution, per-stage
hashing with random seed, then introduce per-port hashing
scheme which requires more hashing functions than what is
provided by commodity switches. In order to reduce the number of independent hash functions needed, we propose a novel
approach named color recombining by leveraging topology
traits of multi-stage Clos networks where polarized traffic
is recombined into non polarized traffic and hash function
reuse is allowed. We use Jupiter topology [26] as the case
study here but the techniques proposed in this section can
1 Using

the Mersenne Twister pseudo-random number generator in C++.
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Figure 7: Illustration of color recombining concept.
be generalized to other multi-stage Clos DCNs. At the end
of this section, we will provide details on why the hashing
design for multi-stage Clos does not work in spineless DCNs
and WANs.
One naive hashing design for Jupiter is per-stage hashing
with random seed which means we assign a different hash
function to each stage of switches and each switch is fed
with a random seed. However, as we revealed in §2, random
seed does not solve the hash correlation problem. Instead,
we propose per-port hashing which means we apply hash
function based on the input port of the switch. In total, there
are 5 stages of switches in Jupiter as shown in Figure 1 and
we apply two hash functions (one for upward traffic and the
other for downward traffic) per switch except S1 and S5 . S1 is
ToR so only upward traffic requires a hash function; there is
no need to have two hash functions in S5 because we do not
need to distinguish upward and downward traffic. Therefore,
we need 8 independent hash functions to implement per-port
hashing in Jupiter. And we can prove that for any routing path,
there is no hash correlation. Taking the longest forwarding
path as an example: a flow is routed from a ToR in the source
server block to another ToR in the destination server block. So
the forwarding path is S1 (source ToR) → S2 → S3 → S4 →
S5 → S4 → S3 → S2 → S1 (destination ToR). At each hop, a
unique hash function is used so there is no hash correlation.
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Figure 8: Per-port hashing with color recombining in Jupiter.
Per-port hashing design is clean and elegant (i.e., hash function allocation is static and easy to configure) for multi-stage
Clos networks such as Jupiter, but the number of hash functions required is larger than what is provided by commodity
switch chips. To reduce the number of hash function needed
by per-port hashing, we identify and propose the color recombining technique via exploiting topology properties of
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Figure 9: Per-port hashing works if only direct path (i.e.,
shortest path) routing is allowed in spineless DCN.
multi-stage Clos to enable hash function reuse. We compare
traffic going through a hash function to light passing through
a triangular prism: light passes through prism and gets separated to its component colors; analogously, network traffic
goes through the hash function and gets forwarded to multiple paths. For example, Figure 7 shows that H1 can be reused
in switch s2 because traffic becomes color white after passing through the middle triangular prism, where color white
denotes the combined traffic before splitting or after recombining. We use the term color recombining to denote the
recombining of polarized/dispersed traffic. Our key insight is
that in multi-stage Clos networks, certain stages of switches
serve as the middle triangular prism in Figure 7 and combine
polarized traffic to color white.
As shown in Figure 8, there are two places traffic becomes
"color white" in Jupiter – a) after passing the spine block
and bouncing back to S4b switches and b) after reaching the
destination server block’s S2 switches. For a), h4 is applied
on S4a towards the S5a and S5b direction. S5a and S5b apply an
orthogonal hash function h5 , and therefore, the same portion
(50%) of S4a → S5a and S4a → S5b goes to S4b . Effectively, the
traffic of S4a → S5a and S4a → S5b towards S4b recombines
and h4 can be reused. We define “polarized traffic w.r.t h4 ” as
the unequally bucketized traffic through S4a → S5a and S4a →
S5b respectively due to h4 . For b), traffic gets polarized w.r.t h2
on S2 , however, after traffic reaching destination server block’s
S2 chips, each S2 is designed to receive the same portion of
polarized traffic w.r.t h2 , therefore h2 can be reused on S2 for
downward traffic hashing. The sufficient condition of color
recombining is there exists a "color recombining stage" such
that each switch in this stage receives the same portion of
polarized traffic w.r.t Hx and after this color recombining
stage, Hx can be reused without incurring hash correlation.
With color recombining, we effectively reduce the number of
independent hash functions needed in Jupiter from 8 to 6 and
all of the switch chips we use can meet this number.
Per-port hashing with color recombining inherits the pros
of per-port hashing while requiring less hash functions from
commodity switches. However, we found that this scheme
breaks for the emerging spineless DCN topology [32]. In
spineless DCN, both direct paths and transit paths are employed to route traffic because network architects want to
a) increase path diversity to improve availability and b) per-
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routing.
form traffic engineering to hedge against unpredictable traffic
spikes. Figure 9 shows that if we restrict routing to direct
paths only, the per-port hashing scheme still works. However,
as shown in Figure 10, we need to use h3 twice for the flows
traversing through a transit server block where the packet
forwarding path is S1 (source ToR) → S2 → S3 → S3 → S2 →
S3 → S3 → S2 → S1 (destination ToR). Please note that traffic
traversing through the transit server block bounces through
S2 chips for load balancing purposes. As mentioned in Section 2, we need O (N) independent hash functions where N
is the number of server blocks. N is a large number in our
fabrics, so we need to identify more generic techniques to
mitigate hash correlation. In Section 4, we will discuss the coprime technique for mesh topologies such as spineless DCN
or WAN.

or WCMP group. Considering a scenario where two switches
on a forwarding path both use H to choose the next hop, there
exists hash correlation and traffic polarization as described
in Figure 4b. Instead of using the same hash function H in
these two switches, as denoted in Equation 1, we can use
the derived H1 (H1 = H%q1 ) on the first switch to choose a
next hop among m1 next hops and H2 (H2 = H%q2 ) on the
second switch, hashed to m2 next hops. q1 and q2 are coprime
numbers. The theorem 2 shows the two hash functions have
no correlations.
Hi = H%qi , i ∈ {1, 2}
where q1 and q2 are two coprime values, and qi < Ĥ.
Theorem 2 ∀i, ∀ j, Pr(H2 (x)%m2 = j|H1 (x)%m1 = i) '
Pr(H2 (x)%m2 = j) if the following two conditions are satisfied:
Condition 1: q1 ( m1 or q1 %m1 = 0, and q2 ( m2 or
q2 %m2 = 0;
Condition 2: Ĥ ( q1 q2 .
where q1 and q2 are two coprime values, m1 and m2 are
the number of next hops, and x is a packet.
The theorem shows that the hash value of H2 %m2 is independent with the hash value of H1 %m1 for an input x when
choosing proper coprimes q1 and q2 (q1 and q2 should be
chosen to meet condition 1 and 2 of Theorem 2). The proof
of Theorem 2 can be found in the appendix.

4.2
4

Mitigating Correlation for Mesh Networks

In this section, we describe a generic approach based on coprime theory to mitigate hash correlations in mesh networks.
We first provide a theory about coprime in §4.1. Following it,
we describe how the coprime theorem can be used to mitigate
hash correlations for both ECMP and WCMP, in §4.2 and
§4.3, respectively.

4.1

The Coprime Theorem

The key idea of the coprime theory is the modulo operation on
coprime numbers (e.g., 127 and 128 are two coprime numbers)
makes a hash function’s output uncorrelated. Considering one
hash function H hashed to {0, 1, ..., Ĥ}, we propose to apply
the modulo operation of two coprime values to derive two
independent hash functions H1 and H2 from H, where Ĥ is
the highest hash value.
Below we explain how we use the coprime theory to mitigate hash correlation between two switches. In a switch, we
use a hash function to choose the next hop via performing a
modulo operation, i.e., H(x)%m, where H(x) is a hash value
on a packet x, and m is the number of next hops in the ECMP
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(1)

Coprime for ECMP

Based on Theorem 2, we propose a coprime-based approach
to mitigate hash correlations along a routing path. When two
hash functions are correlated, we just choose two coprimes
and apply an extra modulo operation to derive two independent hash functions as in Equation 1.
While it may seem to be intuitive and easy to add an extra
modulo operation to the hash value in a switch, but this requires switch hardware modification and no switch chips we
are using provide this functionality. Even if switch vendors
provide this functionality in their next generation chips, we
have to replace all our existing switches, which is daunting
and costly.
Instead, we propose to duplicate the ECMP group entries
to match the coprime value in the SDN controller and interact with the switch flow and group tables via the existing
OpenFlow [21] interface. Figure 11 shows the procedure of
the method. We explain this using an example. Assuming
that there are two egress ports in the ECMP group for IP
prefix 10.1.2.0/24. Suppose one hash correlation occurs, we
choose a coprime value of 5 to mitigate the hash correlation.
Instead of modifying switch hardware to achieve two modulo
operations h%5%2 (h is a hash value returned from the hash
function) to choose an egress port, we duplicate 2 physical
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egress ports into 5 logical ports in the ECMP group which are
mapped to 2 physical egress ports. In this way, we only need
one modulo operation, that is, h%5, to determine the logical
port and finally the physical egress port. Duplicating ECMP
group entries to match the coprime value is supported by today’s commodity switches and we only need to add a small
amount of logic into the SDN controller. Note that Figure 11
shows that one flow table contains many IP prefixes/flows
sharing the same group (multi-path) table in the switch, so
we need to use an offset added to hash value%group size to
index each IP prefix/flow.

5
Packet
Header

Hash

9

Duplicate ports

Logical
Port
port

5

...

...

...

10.1.2.0/24

2

5

Data plane

2
Flow table in a
switch

6
+

0

1

1

2

2

1

3

2

4

1

5

2

6

1

ECMP
Group

Duplicated
ECMP
Group

Multi-path table in
a switch

Figure 11: The procedure of applying a coprime number to
mitigate hash correlation without requiring an extra modulo
operation.
There are two technical challenges of the copriming ECMP
group size method mentioned above: 1) increased switch memory usage, especially for large coprime values. The memory
usage is increased by O (q/m) times, where q and m is the
coprime and original ECMP group size, respectively; and 2)
ECMP precision loss – i.e., the difference between intended
weights and actual weights of different egress ports of an
ECMP group. In order to save switch memory, we may want
to choose small coprime values. However, small coprime
value contradicts condition 1 in Theorem 2; furthermore, we
also need to tolerate the ECMP precision loss introduced by
a small coprime value. When copriming ECMP group size,
some ports are duplicated for )q/m* times, and others are
duplicated for )q/m* + 1 times. So when q/m is small, this
introduces ECMP precision loss.
We use the coefficient of variation (CV) to measure how
effective a coprime value is. Suppose we have m links, and the
expected portion of traffic is pi = 1/m per link. After using coprime q, the actual traffic distribution is p̂i = ()q/m* + I(i ≤
q%m))/q, where I(.) is an indicator function, i ∈ {0, m − 1}
is the port id, and when i ≤ q%m, I(.) = 1. The CV is computed for p̂i . In our implementation of the coprime method,
we minimize CV while obeying the ECMP table size limit
offered by switch chips.
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Figure 12: Illustration and comparison of the naive and improved algorithm to coprime WCMP groups.
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4.3

Coprime for WCMP

As discussed in [37], topology asymmetry introduced by
link or switch failures requires Weighted-Cost Multi-Path
(WCMP) to distribute traffic in proportion to downstream
hops’ capacities. In this section, we extend the coprime-based
method from ECMP to WCMP.
One straightforward method, denoted by naive coprime, is
to treat a WCMP group as an ECMP group of W ECMP ports,
where W is the sum of the weights, i.e., W = ∑i wi and wi is
the weight of port i. We duplicate the W ECMP ports to q
logical ports just as an ECMP group, where q is a coprime
value. However, the weights after duplication could deviate
significantly from the intended WCMP weights. One example
is shown in Figure 12a: there are two ports in the WCMP
group, and their weights are 3 and 1, that is, w1 = 3 and w2 = 1.
This WCMP group can be treated as an ECMP group with
W = 4 ECMP ports. Suppose, we choose a coprime value
7, and after duplication, the actual weights are wˆ1 = 6 and
wˆ2 = 1, which are significantly different from the intended
WCMP weights. We use the CV of {ŵi /wi } to quantify the
difference. As shown in Figure 12a, the CV is 0.33.
To reduce the difference between the actual weights after copriming WCMP group size and the expected WCMP
weights, we propose an improved algorithm to duplicate entries in the WCMP group, denoted by split coprime. Suppose the WCMP group has m ports, the weight is wi for port
i, W = ∑i wi , and the chosen coprime value is q. We split
the coprime value to two parts: q̂ = a ∗ W and r = q%W ,
where a = )q/W *. It is intuitive to duplicate the ports to q̂
logical ports, that is, each WCMP port are duplicated for
exactly wi ∗ a times. We duplicate m ports to left r entries in the following manner: each port i is replicated for
)r/m*+I(i < r%m) times, where I(.) is an indicator function,
and when i < r%m, i ∈ {0, 1, ..., m − 1}, I(.) = 1. Figure 12b
illustrates the procedure of co-priming an WCMP group: the
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coprime value q = 7 is split into q̂ = 4 and r = 3; for q̂, the
two WCMP ports are duplicated for wi times, and w1 = 3 and
w2 = 1; For r, port 1 is replicated for two times and port 1 for
once. With this improved algorithm, the CV is much smaller
than the naive way of simply treating a WCMP group as an
ECMP group.
For WCMP, the memory cost of coprime is negligible because even without coprime, we need to do WCMP quantization (i.e., approximating fractional weights via duplicating
ECMP table entries) [37] to ensure the number of WCMP
entries in a group doesn’t exceed a pre-defined limit.

5

Evaluation

We conducted simulations using three types of network topologies and real-world traffic traces. We also evaluated on a
hardware testbed with hundreds of switches and large-scale
production fabrics.

5.1

Experiment Setup

Traffic traces We use CAIDA trace dataset [5] from a highspeed Chicago monitor on a commercial backbone link: each
1-second segment has 475.37k packets and 12.91k 5-tuple
flows on average. Hashing is the foundation of traffic load
balancing in multi-path networks and it is applied at the flowlevel in ECMP/WCMP routing, therefore we focus on flowlevel statistics rather than packet-level in our simulation to
quantify the goodness of a hashing design. To map a traffic
trace to a network topology we evaluate, we randomly assign
each IP in the traffic trace to one host in our topology.
Network topologies We employ three types of topologies
in our evaluation (Table 1): 1) the simplified multi-stage Clos
(Jupiter) DCN topology as depicted in Figure 1; 2) a spineless
DCN which has eight server blocks and the connection among
server blocks is DRing [13]. Each server block contains 8 S3
chips and 8 S2 chips (each chip has 16 ports). Every server
block is directly connected to 4 neighboring server blocks
and each server block pair has 16 direct links; 3) two ISP
topologies [27]. The routing strategy for the ISPs is k-shortest
(k = 4) path routing [31] in our simulation.

Figure 13: The normalized link utilization of eight links from
one ECMP group for color recombining and per-stage hashing.
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Topology
Spinefull DCN (Figure 1)
Spineless DCN (DRing [13])
ISP1 (small)
ISP2 (large)

#Nodes
2 server blocks
8 server blocks
69
122

#Links
128
512
146
371

Table 1: The topologies used in our simulation.
Hash functions We use one of the most widely used hash
function family, RTAG7 [10], which includes seven hash functions (6 CRC16s and 1 CRC32) in our simulation.
Metrics We employ the Coefficient of Variation (CV),
which is defined as δ/µ (δ is the standard deviation and µ
is the mean of a set of data points), to quantify the goodness
of hashing. CV is a commonly used statistical measure of
the dispersion of data points around the mean. For an ECMP
group with m output ports and the associated link utilization
set {xi }, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, CV is computed against set {xi } directly.
For a WCMP group with m output ports whose weighs are wi ,
1 ≤ i ≤ m, CV is computed against set {xi /wi }.

5.2

Color Recombining for Multi-stage DCN

We first study the traffic load-balancing performance of the
proposed per-port hashing with color recombining (denoted as
color recombining below) scheme for multi-stage DCN and
compare with per-stage hashing with random seed (denoted
as per-stage hashing). For per-stage hashing, we assign an
independent hash function for each stage and initialize each
hash function with a random seed.
We present normalized link utilization of eight links from
one ECMP group in Figure 13. It shows that all eight links
have similar link utilization of around 0.67 for color recombining, but the per-stage hashing approach shows severe nonuniformity. In color recombining, we only reuse hash functions when color recombining happens, which eliminates hash
correlation; but in per-stage hashing, certain hash functions
are reused without considering correlations and random seeds
are linear operations that can not decorrelate the reused hash
functions.
We also compute the CV for each ECMP group and draw
the CDF of CVs in Figure 14. All the CVs are under 0.05 for
color recombining, but per-stage hashing’s CV can be above
0.6 (note that a CV of 1 means the standard deviation is equal
to the mean). In other words, per-port hashing with the color
recombining approach reduces CV by approximately an order
of magnitude compared with per-stage hashing with random
seeds. Large CV value means links in the same ECMP group
are not properly utilized and results in wasted network capacity and unnecessary hot links that lead to network congestion
under heavy traffic load.
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Figure 14: The CDF plot of CVs of
each ECMP group. Compare color recombining with per-stage hashing.

Figure 15: The CDF plot of CVs of
each ECMP group. Compare coprime
with per-stage hashing.

Figure 16: The CDF plot of CVs of
each ECMP group. Compare different
coprime values.

Figure 17: The CDF plot of CVs for
each WCMP group. Compare two algorithms of copriming WCMP group.

Figure 18: CDF plot of CV of each
ECMP group for ISP 1.

Figure 19: The number of ECMP
groups of CV > 0.1.

where the coprime values are 8 (note each ECMP group has 8
ports because each S3 chip of a server block has 8 up-facing
ports) and 57 for the two server blocks, respectively. However,
using per-stage hashing, the max/min link utilization ratio is
above 2. Due to the shortage of independent hash functions,
per-stage hashing has to reuse certain identical hash functions
(even though they are provided with random seeds), and this
raises traffic polarization as shown in Figure 20.
Figure 20: The normalized link utilization of 16 links connecting two server blocks.

5.3

Coprime for Spineless DCN

In the spineless DCN, all eight server blocks are connected
in a DRing topology [13]. We choose two coprime values
for every server block pair to mitigate the hash correlation
between them. We compare coprime with the per-stage hashing where each server block uses 3 randomly chosen hash
functions from the RTAG7 hash family and each function is
supplied a random seed. We conduct experiments to evaluate
the coprime-based approach for both ECMP and WCMP.
5.3.1

Coprime for ECMP

We show the normalized link utilization from 16 links connecting two server blocks in Figure 20. All links have the
utilization of around 0.75 for the coprime-based approach,
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For quantification, the coprime-based approach outperforms per-stage hashing by reducing the CV by about 80%.
For the coprime-based approach, all CVs are under 0.1, but
for per-stage hashing, the CV can be as high as 0.5, as shown
in Figure 15.
The coprime value matters when mitigating hash correlation: a large coprime value is more effective than a small
one. We evaluate five different coprime values from 9 to 73,
and show the CVs in Figure 16. It shows that the CV can be
close to 0.4 when the coprime value is 9. When increasing
the coprime value to 73, the improvement is not significant
compared to 57. The result is consistent with our analysis in
the end of § 4.2, which describes a trade-off between memory usage and ECMP precision. How to choose a coprime
value depends on the memory a switch has and the level of
imbalance one can tolerate.
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5.3.2

Coprime for WCMP

To evaluate coprime for WCMP, we simulate a scenario where
the first half links in an ECMP group have 2× capacity, and
therefore, the weights for those links are 2 and the remaining ones are 1. In this evaluation, we focus on two ways to
duplicate the WCMP ports to match the coprime value: one
is the naive coprime where a WCMP group is regarded as
an ECMP as shown in Figure 12a; the other one (denoted as
split coprime) is to split the coprime value into two parts as
described in Figure 12b.
We draw the CDF plot of CVs per WCMP group in Figure 17. It shows that all CVs are under 0.075 when using the
split coprime algorithm, while CV can reach 0.12 when using
the naive coprime algorithm. We also observe split coprime
reduces CV by approximately 60% for some WCMP groups
compared with naive coprime. Our results indicate that split
coprime should be preferred over naive coprime because it
reduces CV using the same amount of switch memory.

5.4

Coprime for WAN

The coprime-based approach works for WAN topologies. We
use the two ISP networks in Table 1 to evaluate load balancing performance of the coprime technique. We compare
the coprime method with a random hash allocation approach
(denoted as Random in Figure 18), where each switch randomly chooses an independent hash function from RTAG7
hash family and applies a random seed.
Our result shows that the coprime-based approach reduces
CVs by about one order of magnitude compared with the
random method. We compute all CVs for the link utilizations
in every ECMP group and draw the CDF plot of CVs in
Figure 18. When using the random method, CV can be as
large as 1, which means only one link in the ECMP group
is used, and others are idle. On the other hand, applying a
coprime value to the ECMP group increases load balancing
performance significantly, with CV lower than 0.1.
We also study how many independent hash functions are
enough to eliminate traffic imbalance. We conduct an experiment by increasing the number of hash functions and gather
the number of ECMP groups of CV > 0.1, caused by hash
correlations. For this experiment, we introduce more CRC
hash functions [24] beyond RTAG7, without considering the
hardware implementation limitation. The result is shown in
Figure 19. It shows that the small ISP (ISP 1) requires at
least 40 hash functions to eliminate the correlations. However, the larger ISP (ISP 2) still has nearly 200 correlations
when using 40 hashes. This result implies that even if chip
vendors provide more hash functions in their next generation
chips, it might be not sufficient for a large topology, e.g., B4
WAN grew 7× larger in 5 years [15]. On the other hand, the
coprime-base algorithm can be commonly used for topologies
of arbitrary sizes.
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Figure 21: The normalized link utilization of one S3 switch
over 1-hour time window from the hardware testbed.

Figure 22: The normalized link utilization of four links from
one spine block towards one server block over 1-hour time
window from the production fabric after applying color recombining.

5.5

Hardware Testbed Evaluation and Production Fabric Deployment

We constructed a hardware testbed using the spineless DCN
topology (Figure 3). There are 4 server blocks and hundreds
of switches in this hardware testbed. The testbed serves a few
Tbps traffic generated by production-grade applications and
is carried by TCP and UDP. Within each server block, we
apply a per-port hashing scheme as Figure 9 shows and in
total 5 independent hash functions are used. We allow both
shortest path routing and non-shortest path routing, i.e., we
allow traffic to transit through an intermediate server block to
reach a destination server block. To mitigate the hash correlation problem as illustrated in Figure 10, we apply the coprime
scheme to coprime ECMP group size on S3 switches – for
traffic originating a server block, ECMP group size is coprime
to 128; for traffic transiting a server block, ECMP group size
is coprime to 127. Therefore, we can ensure there is no hash
correlation for both shortest and non-shortest routing paths.
We show the normalized link utilization of one S3 switch over
1-hour time window in Figure 21. We observe excellent load
balancing performance with a CV of 0.02.
Color-recombining has been deployed in our production
multi-stage Clos fabrics for several years and significantly
reduced load imbalance due to hash correlation. The deployment of color-recombining is the following: after deciding
which hash functions can be reused, we simply configure
the switches with the designated hash functions. We studied
the hashing performance result of color-recombining in pro-
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duction multi-stage Clos fabrics and the normalized link utilization of one representative spine block towards one server
block from S4 to S3 direction is shown in Figure 22. The spine
block’s port speed is 40Gbps. As we discussed in Section 3
(Figure 8), hash function h4 is reused to load balance traffic
leaving spine blocks from S4 to S3 direction. But due to the
color-recombining technique, polarized traffic due to h4 are
merged into color white when leaving S4 chips, as a result,
we observe very nice load balancing performance with a CV
of 0.03.

6

Related Work

Traffic Load Balancing There are many prior works to address an important limitation of ECMP/WCMP: load balancing performance degrades when there is a large traffic entropy,
i.e., when elephant flows collide on the same path, network
congestion arises. For example, previous works [3, 28] propose to split elephant flows into smaller "flowlets" that can be
load-balanced over different paths; other works [2, 30] propose to reschedule elephant flows after detecting collisions.
MPTCP [29] is a transport protocol that uses subflows to transmit over multiple paths. These works rely on the assumption
that there is no hash correlation. Our work is complementary
and all load balancing schemes benefit from our improved
hashing design, which is the corner stone of load balancing.
Hashing in Networks The universal algorithm [7] adds
a 32-bit router-specific value to the hash function; however,
as we show theoretically and experimentally in §2.3, random seeds do not work well. The paper [36] proposes to
mitigate hash function correlation by randomly setting the
VLAN-id for each switch. However, randomizing the VLANid increases network management complexity. The paper [14]
selects a different hash function for a different value of the
TTL field. However, this approach is still constrained by the
limited number of hash functions and it also requires modifying switch hardware. The novelty of this paper is that our
approaches work with commodity switch hardware without
any hardware modification or switch upgrade, which is costly
and daunting in large-scale networks.
Decorrelate Hashing Researches have already relied on
prime numbers to design independent hash functions. For example, the universal hash functions employs the prime number as the divisor [6, 23], where primes are special case of
coprimes. Our work extends prior theory and applies it to
improve traffic load balancing in modern networks.
The patent by A. Meyer [22] uses co-primes to solve the
storage collision for hash tables, that is, how to insert an item
into the hash table when collision occurs; however, their
method is different from ours where they add a co-prime
offset to the original hash output, and this is similar to choosing an initial value for the hash function. We have proved that
random initial values (including co-prime ones) do not work
for an ECMP group of even size in Theorem 1.
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7

Conclusions

This paper tackles a real but underestimated problem in network traffic load balancing, i.e., traffic polarization caused by
hash correlations. This paper proposes two novel approaches
to mitigate hash correlation: 1) a color recombining technique
which exploits topology traits of Clos networks to allow hash
function reuse and to reduce the number of needed independent hash functions in multi-stage Clos DCN and 2) a generic
coprime-based technique to mitigate hash correlation for nonhierarchical mesh networks such as spineless DCN and WAN.
Evaluations results based on real traffic trace and topologies
show that the proposed techniques can reduce the extent of
load imbalance, quantified by coefficient of variance (CV),
by one order of magnitude. The limited hashing capability
offered by current switch silicon reduces network reliability, efficiency and poses challenges to modern large-scale
networks. We believe that novel approaches that work with
current switch hardware are valuable. We also hope our use
cases of more flexible topology and routing designs can motivate switch vendors to provide better hashing support in the
future.
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A

Proofs of Theorems

Proof of Theorem 1 (CRC Seed) The CRC seed is also
known as the initial value, where we can initialize the CRC
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value via XORing the seed with the input byte. Suppose the
input is denoted by x, and the two random seeds are z1 and
z2 . In order to prove random seeds are not effective, we only
need to prove the following two rules:
If crcb (x)%2 = crcb (y)%2, crcb (x ⊕ z1 )%2 = crcb (y ⊕
z1 )%2;
If crcb (x)%2 = crcb (y)%2, crcb (x ⊕ z2 )%2 = crcb (y ⊕
z2 )%2.
Let z1 = crcb (t). Based on the rolling property of the CRC
function, we get:
crcb (x ⊕ z1 ) = crcb ((t - bx )|x) = crcb (t - bx ) ⊕ crcb (x).
where bx is the binary length of x, ⊕ is XOR and | is bitwise
and. We also have
crcb (y ⊕ z1 ) = crcb (t - bx ) ⊕ crcb (y).
If crcb (x) and crcb (y) are both even (odd), crcb (t - bx ) ⊕
crcb (x) and crcb (t - bx ) ⊕ crcb (y) are both even or odd, that
is, crcb (x ⊕ z1 ) and crcb (y ⊕ z1 ) are both even(odd).
It is the same for crcb (x ⊕ z2 )%2 = crcb (y ⊕ z2 )%2
Proof of Theorem 2 (co-primes) Let U, W , U . and W . denote the distribution of the hashing output of H%m1 , H%m2 ,
H%q1 %m1 and H%q2 %m2 , respectively. When Ĥ ( q1 q2
(condition 2 in Theorem 2), ∀i. ∈ [0, q1 − 1], j. ∈ [0, q2 − 1],
i ∈ [0, m1 − 1], and j ∈ [0, m2 − 1], we have,
Pr(U . = i. ,W . = j. ) = 1/(q1 q2 )
When condition 1 is not satisfied in Theorem 2, there exists hash correlation brought by q1 %m1 and q2 %m2 because
the mapping from q1 (q2 ) to m1 (m2 ) has a remainder. This
mapping causes the non-uniform distribution of q1 integers
over m1 slots, where q1 %m1 slots get )q1 /m1 * + 1 integers
each, and m1 − q1 %m1 slots get )q1 /m1 * integers each. We
denote this non-uniformity by the term the approximation
error. Note that when q1 increases, the difference between
()q1 /m1 + 1*)/q1 and ()q1 /m1 *)/q1 can be reduced, and
thus, we can quantify the approximation error by Equation
(2).
err = (q1 %m1 )/q1 + (q2 %m2 )/q2
(2)
where err denotes the approximation error. When condition
1 is satisfied, err ≈ 0. Let S(i) = {i. |i. %i = 0}, and S( j) =
{ j. | j. % j = 0}, we have,
∑i. ∈S(i), j. ∈S( j) P(U . = i. ,W . = j. )
∑i. ∈S(i) P(U . = i. )
(3)
(q1 /m1 )(q2 /m2 )(1/(q1 q2 ))
=
(q1 /m1 )(1/q1 )
= 1/m2 = Pr(W = j)

Pr(W = j|U = i) =
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